
Retail Worker

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

An energetic, hardworking security officer who has a proven track record of safeguarding a client's
property and assets against acts of theft, fire, flood, and vandalism. Able uphold good order on 
sites while working within a company's procedural guidelines and also ensuring a high quality of 
service is consistently maintained with optimum efficiency.

Skills

Sewing, Pattern Making, Draping, Illustration.

Work Experience

Retail Worker
ABC Corporation  June 2007 – August 2011 
 Worked as part of a team in a busy distribution center, under the guidance and supervision of 

a warehouse manager or supervisor.
 Involved in moving stock around manually and carrying out all orders effectively.
 Knowledged of supply chain management and related fields.
 Delivered excellent customer service to clients who visit the warehouse.
 Physically fit and able to lift and move heavy packages and objects.
 Followed processes and procedure accurately.
 Experienced of Excel and other specialist stock tracking software.

Retail Worker
Delta Corporation  2002 – 2007 
 Boscovs Being a shoes salesperson at Boscovs, it really opened me up as a person to be a 

&quot;people-person&quot; I enjoy this job because of I know I am .
 Being faced with a problem, I believe I always correct the problem in the right way and have 

the ability to make sure every customer leaves a happy .
 This job and previous jobs has made a team player, I always work well with my coworkers 

doing projects, such as remerchandising our shoe department, .
 Had several jobs, started as a cashier, ended as a warehouse worker pulling order for 

customers.
 Record, fill and ship telephone orders Interact with customers in need of assistance Perform 

payment transactions.
 Organized and restocked the floor and fitting room Set-up floor displays.
 Worked retail selling Native American Art.

Education

Bachelor in Criminal Justice - (Post University - Waterbury, CT)
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